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Did you know that reliable public health records from around the world have been examined by several
medical experts to see what impact, if any, homeopathy had during the deadly epidemics of the past?
The main findings of this research: when homeopathy was employed during these deadly events,
mortality rates were routinely very low. This constancy remains regardless of the homeopathic physician,
time, place or type of epidemical disease, including diseases carrying a very high mortality rate, such as
cholera, smallpox, diphtheria, typhoid fever, yellow fever, influenza and pneumonia.
Let’s look at an example...
Do you know which epidemic was humankinds’ most deadly?
The Great Flu Pandemic of 1918-19. It’s estimated that more than 50 million people died during that
epidemic – the vast majority from flu complicated with pneumonia.
Fifty million…and once a person became infected – death often came swiftly... (see this brief PBS video
to see more: PBS video on flu pandemic)
Yet, patients in the care of homeopaths during this epidemic fared dramatically better than those treated
by ordinary physicians.
•
•

Mortality rates for flu patients working with a homeopath averaged 0.70%. For those patients
suffering with flu complicated by pneumonia – the death rate averaged 3.4% or less.
The mortality rate for patients with the flu in the care of ordinary medical doctors averaged 6%,
and for those with flu complicated by pneumonia – between 25% and 30%.

How is that possible, you ask?
Many skeptics of homeopathy claim the only reason homeopathic physicians did so well and had such
remarkably low mortality rates during the Great Pandemic of 1918-19 was because they did no
harm...that they gave “placebo drugs” - and did not prescribe aspirin as ordinary physicians did.
Simply put, their claim is this: homeopaths used only expectancy or the “expectant method” to cure. In the
view of skeptics - patients treated by homeopaths were not given medications of any therapeutic value or
submitted to any “active” treatment in the form of conventional drugs. Any cures therefore had to be due
"to natural forces" only.
Interestingly - based on this claim - many ordinary medical doctors in the late 1800s, having witnessed
the remarkable results produced by homeopaths with pneumonia patients, tried the “expectant method”
(ie, nursing care only plus waiting and watching) with patients suffering from pneumonia. The result - their
patients continued to suffer death rates of between 14% and 30% - results slightly better to the same as
those achieved using the ordinary active medical treatments of the day.
So let’s get back to the Great Flu Pandemic of 1918-19...
During that crisis, the chance of surviving the flu complicated with pneumonia – the condition that killed
50 million people - was 148 (surviving) to 1 (death) for patients working with a homeopath.

The odds of surviving if one worked with an ordinary medical doctor? Just 16-1.
And it was found that pregnant women were particularly vulnerable to harm during the Pandemic. What
were their odds of surviving?
Public health records show the odds for pregnant women of surviving flu complicated with pneumonia
during this crisis were 135 to 1 under homeopathy and just 2 to 1 under ordinary care. Pregnant women
were 41 times more likely to die if their care was provided by an ordinary physician.

